Take control of
Personnel-on-Board.

iLogistics
POB
What is iLogistics?
iLogistics is a multi-modal logistics management system
designed to manage logistics operations pertaining to
exploration and production (upstream) operations of oil and
gas companies. Brought to you by IBS, a leading supplier of
Travel, Transportation and Logistics solutions for global
leaders, iLogistics covers the end-to-end operations of the
upstream logistics value chain.

Key Benefits
Improves traceability in location of people on
platforms, camps or transport resources
Ensures the availability of right personnel through
training and safety certification validations
Improved predictabilty of offshore asset utilization
by integrated crew rotation and journey
management
Reduces manual intervention in accommodation
management

What is iLogistics PoB?
iLogistics PoB is the personnel control center of the
iLogistics suite, and as an independent application, it is one
of the leading Personnel-on-Board management solutions
available. It powers your personnel management capabilities
through a host of features focusing on allocation,
scheduling, training validation, optimizing and tracking
personnel besides platform management and emergency
evacuation preparedness.
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iLogistics PoB Tracker helps retrieve accurate PoB count across
platforms for emergency response coordination
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“With iLogistics PoB, crew scheduling, onboard allocations and people tracking can be
managed with maximum safety,
transparency and accuracy."

Crew Rotation Management

iLOGISTICS PoB

Platform Accommodation

On-board Allocations

Safe accommodation management: A comprehensive set
of functions in the system addresses HSE concerns on board
an offshore facility. Validations on Max PoB, safe manning
level, course compliance and incident tracking ensures safe
accommodation.
Integrated PoB: iLogistics provides unique multi-modal
integration across aviation, marine and land modules which
ensures seamless information flow for better planning and
tracking of passenger movement. Last minute changes made
to planned activities can be easily accommodated without
disrupting the day's plan.
Personnel Tracking: The system offers real time graphical
view of personnel at each location. Integrated journey
management and automated check-in/check-out using RFID
enables the system to give an accurate view of the personnel
on board. The system has inbuilt business continuity to
ensure 24x7 emergency response.
Rapid emergency response: The centralized command and
control dashboard gives a consolidated view of PoB of all
offshore assets in a field/block. This single view enables the
platform manager, offshore and onshore response team to
quickly coordinate in the event of an emergency.

Real Time PoB Tracking

Integration Capabilities
Emergency Evacuation Planning

HSE Compliance Monitoring

iLogistics PoB and the
Oil and Gas Industry
iLogistics PoB is a proven independent module that
eliminates redundant manual operations and ensures
optimal utilization of offshore accommodation. It takes into
account personnel preferences, safety mandates and
supports real time personnel tracking and emergency
evacuation.
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